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Hope Democrats is holding a 
candlelight vigil on Wednesday, 
Jan. 17 at 7 p.m. in the Pine 
Grove. The vigil is to honor the 
soldiers that have died in Iraq. 
The United States Department of 
Defense reports that 3,013 U.S. 
soldiers have died since the war 
in Iraq began in March 2003.
Volunteers needed
Children’s After School 
Achievement (CASA) needs 
Hope students to volunteer 
as tutor/mentors for at-risk 
elementary children. Help is 
needed on Monday/Wednesdays 
or Tuesday/Thursdays from 3:30-
5 p.m. If interested email CASA 
at CASA@hope.edu, call 395-
7944 or stop by the CASA office 
at Graves B-10.
Wths dediCation
The new facilities of Hope 
College’s radio station, WTHS, 
will be officialy dedicated at a 
ribbon cutting ceremony on Jan. 
22.  WTHS moved to a new office 
in the Martha Miller Center for 
Global Communication from its 
home at the DeWitt Student and 
Cultural Center. With the new 
office, comes all new state-of-the- 
art equipment.
FaCulty reCognition
Hope College honored faculty 
members for service, academic 
achievement and professional 
involvement during the annual 
recongition luncheon on Jan. 8. 
Honored for 40 years of service 
was David Myers (psychology). 
Recognized for 35 years of service 
were Jane Dickie (psychology), 
Stephen Hemenway (English) 
and Richard L. Smith (theatre).
The Provost’s Awards for 
Service to the Academic Program 
were presented to Carol DeJong 
(registrar’s office) and Carol 
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GOOd MONsTeRs — Jars of Clay member, steve Mason, sings at Hope College on Jan. 13 
as a part of the 2007 Veritas Forum. For a review of the concert see page 3.












Veritas Forum seeks to find compass for today’s Christians
Modern-day idolatry 
“American Idols: Losing Our 
Address on the Way Home.” was 
the theme for Hope College’s 
Veritas Forum.  
The inspiration for the forum’s 
focus was a quotation from 
Christian thinker and writer, G.K. 
Chesterton: “Idolatry is losing 
your address on the way home.” 
Sam Wells, dean of chapel 
at Duke University and writer 
on Christian ethics, opened the 
forum on Thursday night with a 
lecture introducing the theme of 
contemporary idols and how these 
idols lead us away from spiritual 
well-being. 
“(Sam Wells) was very 
intellectual with deep thoughts. 
One idea that spoke to me was 
that ‘home is where Jesus is,’ that 
we should think about not just the 
here and now, but the future too,” 
Alison Garza (’10) said.  
A panel discussion about 
celebrity worship and fame, as 
well as an address by author 
Lauren Winner regarding 
reorienting oneself in relationship 
with a redeeming God, took place 
on Friday.  
The forum continued on 
Saturday with a talk by author 
Donald Miller continuing 
discussion on how Christians 
can keep their spiritual bearings 
straight.  The day concluded 
with an open panel discussion 
and an exciting concert with 
singer-songwriter  Derek Webb 
and Jars of Clay.  On Sunday, the 
Gathering completed the weekend 
with a response to the forum, as 
Dean of Chapel Trygve Johnson 
introduced the new campus 
ministry theme: The Seductive 
Voice. 
The purpose of the Veritas 
Forum is to explore the possibility 
of truth, beauty, and goodness in 
every aspect of the academic and 
personal lives of college students, 
faculty and staff.  It is meant to 
bring the college together to 
discuss and reflect upon life’s 
toughest issues.  
Students who went to the 
This week, as the nation 
celebrates the life of Martin Luther 
King, Jr., Hope College will also 
celebrate achievement of the civil 
rights he spent his life working 
toward, as well as recognize the 
continuing struggle.
Brian Lowe, director of the 
Hope Gospel Choir, explained the 
goals of the week on two levels. 
The first is to understand how 
Christians can relate to this issue 
and the second is “to educate 
about the struggles we’ve been 
through and also to recognize 
that we have an awful long way 
to go.” 
Civil Rights Celebration Week 
began on campus Jan. 14 with a 
“Taste of Hope” Students of Color 
visitation day and will continue 
through Jan. 20.  
A Diversity in the Workplace 
career panel and networking 
reception will be held Thursday 
Jan. 18 from 4 to 5:30 p.m. in 
Maas Auditorium with alumni 
and other professionals of color.  
Following the panel discussion, 
a Career Networking Reception 
will be held in Maas Conference 
Room until 6:30 p.m.  
The celebration week will 
conclude Saturday with a Gospel 
Fest concert at 2 p.m. in Dimnent 
Chapel.  This is Lowe’s second 
year as choir director, and he is 
excited to bring new groups to 
campus for the week’s “grand 
finale.”
“This year, (the Grand Valley 
State University Gospel Choir) is 
the only choir that was here last 
year,” Lowe said.  “My main goal 
see CIVIL RIgHTs, pAge 6
Thanks to Hope’s Healthy 
Options (H20), faculty and staff 
who receive health care benefits 
can fatten their wallets while they 
trim their waists.    
The program encourages over-
all wellness, from increasing dai-
ly activity to eating more fruits 
and vegetables, by offering $50 
prizes to individuals who meet 
daily goals.  
Thus far the program has 
sparked the interest of many fac-
ulty members including Dr. James 
Zoetewey, professor of political 
science.  Zoetewey has participat-
ed in similar programs elsewhere 
and had many good things to say 
about H20.  
“I really like it,” Zoetewey 
said. “The other pedometer (in 
the past program) would work 
some days and not work others. 
This one even works up and down 
the stairs.” 
The pedometers, distributed 
to faculty members last semes-
ter, monitor the number of steps 
a person takes each day.  Partici-
pants in H20 are encouraged to 
take 10,000 steps per day in ad-
dition to 30 minutes of “moderate 
activity” and 10 minutes of “vig-
orous activity.”  
Participants can work out on 
their own or sign up for one of 
the many classes and activities 
offered around campus and the 
community. 
John Yelding, professor of 
education, said he has seen “more 
people out walking since H20 
started.”
In addition to the daily nutri-
tional and exercise goals, many 




wellness.   Sug-
gested behaviors 
include medita-




are classified as 
“daily activities” 
while others, 
such as getting 
a massage, are called “non-
daily.”
According to Maureen Dunn, 
the program’s director, H20 was 
started to promote healthier liv-
ing, consequently reduce health 
care costs.  The program is cur-
rently scheduled to run through 
July 2008, when it will be re-
evaluated.  
For more information, visit 
the H20 website: http://well-
ness.hope.edu. Anyone with a 
Hope email address can set up 
an account on the website. 
All are welcome to track 
daily progress with the online 
tools available; however only 
faculty and staff, with health 
benefits, are eligible for the 
prizes
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president revises iraq war plan
Hope for nations plans fast for faitH
On Jan. 22 a 21-day period of fasting 
and prayer will begin on Hope’s campus. 
This event is being put on by Hope for the 
Nations, an organization “‘committed to 
training students for cross-cultural ministry 
and expanding minds to God’s call to all 
peoples to faith.”  The purpose for this 
fasting and prayer is for those who want 
to engage with God for the outpouring of 
the Holy Spirit on college campuses and 
churches.  
Hope for the Nations believes that today 
God is rebuilding the mission movement 
among students.  The main goal of Hope 
for the Nations is that people will be “set 
aflame with abandoned devotion to Jesus 
and would be compelled to action on behalf 
of the forgotten around the world 
through greater giving, going, 
praying, and mobilizing.”   
Hope for the Nations works to 
help students become fully able to 
share the Gospel with “skill and 
sensitivity.”  They also are hoping 
to encourage students to embrace 
a ‘world Christian’ discipleship. 
According to the website, Hope for 
the Nations is primarily committed 
to “abandoned devotion to Jesus 
Christ and to call the nations to 
‘white hot’ love for Christ.”  
During the 21 days, Hope for the Nations 
we will be working together to ask God to: 
“move in power on college campuses with 
Biblical revival, raise up Biblical unity 
and common goals and purposes among 
the emerging generation, break down 
strongholds in forgotten areas and soften 
hearts to the gospel of Jesus Christ, and 
compel thousands of new laborers to make 
faith-filled, Spirit-led decisions to serve 
God among the forgotten.”  
It is up to the individual on how he 
or she would like to fast.  Hope for the 
Nations specifically says that they are not 
expecting all individuals to abstain from 
all food for the 21 consecutive days, but 
“some will do this according to the Holy 
Spirit’s leading.”  
 Hope for the Nations meets every 
Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the Manna building 
on Ninth Street and Central.  According to 
the group, “all are welcome to come along 
on the journey through Bible study and 
worship.” Through the Bible studies and 
the worship of God, participants can begin 
to “seek God’s 
heart for the 
n a t i o n s . ” 
Hope for the 
Nations also 
participates in 
the daily prayer 
meetings that 




campus from noon to 12:30 p.m., Mondays 
through Fridays. All Hope students are 
invited to attend or to learn more about 
the prayer meetings. Students can find 





Bush presents new plan for iraq, including an addition of 21,000 troops to current iraq forces
Last Wednesday, President George W. 
Bush addressed the nation in a televised 
address, detailing a new strategy that he 
hopes will increase the chances of success 
in Iraq. Key points of the new strategy 
include increasing U.S. troop levels in Iraq, 
setting goals that the Iraqi government must 
accomplish and calling upon neighboring 
Middle Eastern nations to support the 
fledgling Iraqi government.
The core of the strategy centers on the 
addition of 21,500 troops to the forces 
already in Iraq. The majority of these 
soldiers, approximately 17,500, will be 
stationed in Baghdad in order to help 
quell the violence there. In his speech, 
President Bush stated that approximately 
80 percent of the violence in Iraq occurs 
in and around the capital. Violence has 
remained high, the president stated, 
because certain neighborhoods had been 
cleared of insurgents, but then abandoned 
due to insufficient troop numbers to hold 
the neighborhoods. Insurgents would move 
back in as the soldiers left.
This surge in troop levels will, if all 
goes according to plan, allow the military 
to hold cleared neighborhoods. The 
remainder of the troops, approximately 
4,000 of them, will be sent to the Anbar 
province, described by Bush as a center of 
operations for al-Qaeda.
According to the plan, the new U.S. 
forces in Baghdad will be embedded within 
formations of Iraqi soldiers, preparing the 
Iraqi military for November, when the Iraqi 
government will assume responsibility 
for the defense of the nation. This is one 
of several benchmarks set by the U.S. 
government for the Iraqi government. 
Others include the Iraqi government’s 
contribution of $10 billion of its own funds 
to reconstruction, setting a date for regional 
elections and completing a law that would 
share oil revenues among various groups 
and regions in Iraq.
In his speech, Bush also admitted that 
mistakes have been made in Iraq and that 
the time has come for a change. However 
reactions to that change, the surge in troop 
levels, have been mixed among Iraqis 
and Americans alike. Among Shia Iraqis, 
the general feeling is that increased troop 
levels will solve nothing.
“Nobody’s thinking properly about 
making things better in Iraq. I think it’s 
very wrong to send more soldiers to 
Iraq. It’ll just create more problems, not 
solve anything,” said Haythem Zalzala, 
a pharmacist who runs his business in 
Baghdad, told the BBC.
Sunni Iraqis are generally more 
supportive of the increase in troop 
levels. Shia militias have attacked Sunni 
neighborhoods and towns, and Iraqi and 
American forces have been unable to 
maintain security and safety. With increased 
numbers of troops, it is possible that Sunni 
neighborhoods will be safer.
According to a poll conducted by CNN/
Opinion Research Corp, two out of every 
three Americans oppose the new plan for 
Iraq. This opinion is echoed by Congress, 
and especially the new Democratic 
majority. However, according to the 
president, dissenters have failed to provide 
a viable alternative.
“…Those who refuse to give this plan 
a chance to work have an obligation to 
offer an alternative that has a better chance 





Over the last four years Lisa Smith (’07) 
has received many honors and accomplished 
more in Division III swimming than most 
could ever imagine.  A short list of her 
accomplishments include six-time NCAA 
All-American, MIAA record holder in 
both the 100 and 200 butterfly and recently 
national swimmer of the week.
Each week collegeswimming.com 
names six athletes from all divisions 
national swimmer of the week.  The award 
was voted on by college coaches from 
around the nation.
“Receiving the award was very 
surprising and flattering,” Smith said. “It’s 
nice to be recognized on a national scale. 
Every time you receive something like this 
it is both flattering and humbling to see 
your name next to these amazing athletes 
and it really shows all the talent that there 
James Ralston
SportS editor
is in college swimming nationwide.”
Smith received the award based on 
her performances against Division I 
Oakland University.  In the meet, Smith 
was victorious in both the 100 and 200 
butterfly.  Smith’s teammate Andrea Keller 
(’09) believes that many factors contribute 
to Smith’s success.
“Lisa is not the one to call attention 
to herself but this award is completely 
deserving of her hard work and dedication 
to the team,” Keller said. “She doesn’t have 
to say a word and yet everyone looks up to 
her and it’s not just because she’s fast, it’s 
because of her personality.”
Despite her many personal achievements, 
Smith is quick to point out the importance 
of team.
“Every time I’m on the block is an 
opportunity for me to go fast for my team 
and I want to take advantage of it,” Smith 
said.  “The honor and pressure is even 
higher in a relay when you have to do well 
to ensure the entire relay’s success.”
Smith’s success can be attributed to 
hard work and quality training, but her 
improvement from year to year makes her 
an exceptional swimmer.
“Freshman year I was swimming scared, 
I just got on the block and then swam as fast 
as I could,” Smith said. “Later on I gained 
confidence which helped to push me to the 
next level and helped me to improve every 
year.  I’m fortunate to have a good training 
base at Hope that has brought forth my 
potential.”
Growing from a young freshman to a 
senior captain and NCAA All-American, 
Smith has never let her individual successes 
stand in the way of being a strong leader 
and a good role model for her teammates. 
“She (Smith) is great because she’s so 
humble,” Kate Williams (’10) said.  “You 
can talk to her and never know she’s one of 
the best swimmers in the MIAA.”
NatioNal Butterfly — lisa Smith (’07) was recently voted national 
swimmer of the week, due to her victories in the 100 and 200 butterfly against 




This Week in ArT
Wednesday          Jan. 17 
Luminescence Auditions
7 p.m.- 9 p.m. Nykerk 100.
Coffeehouse Entertainment: 
Eric Bourassa
9 p.m.-11 p.m. Kletz.
Thursday                Jan. 18
Vanderprov Auditions
8 p.m.-10 p.m. Chapel B10.
Friday                Jan. 19
Film: “The Guardian”
Jan. 19 & 20: 7; 9:30 p.m.; midnight. 
Jan. 21: 3 p.m. Winants Auditorium. 
$2.  Sponsored by SAC.
Saturday                  Jan. 20
Hypnotist: Frederick Winters
8:30 p.m. Location TBA.
Senior Recital: Abigail Bolke-
ma, flute
4 p.m. Wichers Auditorium.
Senior Recital: Miriam Lee, 
soprano
6 p.m. Wichers Auditorium.
VWS PreSentS Michael 
Martone             
Fiction writer Michael Martone 
will read Tuesday, Jan. 23 at the 
Knickerbocker Theatre to open 
the spring session of the Jack Ridl 
Visiting Writers Series. Martone 
is known for his unconventional 
approach to fiction writing which 
mixes what is true with what is 
not. He has published more than a 
dozen books of fiction, prose, and 
poetry and currently directs the 
MFA program at the University 
of Alabama. All VWS events are 
free and open to the public.
cottage theMe focuSeS 
on artS aPPreciation
Tonight, Wednesday Jan. 17, 
the new Fine Arts Theme House 
will host an open house to raise 
awareness about the theme and to 
brainstorm ideas for future activi-
ties. The open house starts at 9:30 
p.m. in Steffens Cottage at 138 
East 13th Street across from the 
Lichty/Kollen parking lot. Fun 
will be provided.
goSPel choir hoStS 
goSPel feSt 
Saturday, Jan. 20 at 2 p.m. the an-
nual Gospel Fest will  feature seven 
choirs in Dimnent Chapel.  Joining 
Hope’s  Gospel Choir in praise are 
Grand Valley State University Gos-
pel Choir, Calvin College Gospel 
Choir, Christ Memorial Church 
Gospel Choir, Providence St. Mel 
High School Gospel Choir of Chi-
cago, and Grand Rapids New Hope 
Baptist Church VIP group.  Gospel 
Fest is free and open to the public. 
engliSh ProfeSSor 
PubliSheS Writing guide 
Creative writing professor, 
Heather Sellers recently released 
“Chapter After Chapter: Dis-
cover the Dedication and Focus 
You Need to Write the Book of 
Your Dreams.” The book contains 
practical advice for beginning and 
completing a task which many 
people find daunting. Such advice 
includes deliberately carving out 
the time to write. It is avalable in 
hardcover and retails for $19.99. 
dePree gallery features faculty art
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PicTure in a PicTure — Gardiner displays mixed media work 
through Feb. 9 at DePree art center.
 Photo Editor JarEd WilkEning
Katie Bennett
SEnior WritEr
This month the Depree Art Cen-
ter gallery will show the work of 
Hope faculty members Jennifer 
Gardiner and Steve Nelson.  
The exhibition entitled “Per-
spective/Introspective” contains 
a series of Nelson’s black and 
white photography and Gardin-
er’s paintings and sculptures.  
Gardiner, whose background 
is in printmaking, incorporates 
printmaking techniques into the 
collection.  As a result her pieces 
contain many layers of texture 
and color.  
“I don’t begin a piece with a 
preconceived notion of it,” Gar-
diner said.  “I title them after 
they’re through.” 
Three of Gardiner’s sculptures 
also make up the exhibit.  
“There’s a certain level of 
opulence to metal,”Gardiner said, 
referring to her frequent use of 
gold, silver and bronze leaf.  “Yes 
it’s pretty, but I think it also has 
a subconscious preciousness with 
us.”  
Gardiner’s strikingly color-
ful work is a perfect contrast to 
Nelson’s black and white photog-
raphy.  
Though some of the photo-
graphs resemble ancient cathe-
drals, they are all of industrial 
ruins in Michigan.  In the past, 
Gardiner has taken photographs 
of ancient European ruins as 
well.  
“That series interests me, but 
there is also a romance with these 
more modern ruins,” Gardiner 
said.  
The photographs, which were 
all taken with a plate camera 
idt opens spring dance season
It’s the spring semester and time 
for new things; new classes, 
new books and a new concert 
for Hope’s resident jazz and tap 
dance company, InSync Dance 
Theatre. 
Jan. 19-20 beginning at 8 p.m. 
at the Knickerbocker Theatre, the 
ten-member cast along with guest 
dancers and choreographers will 
perform under the direction of 
Hope dance professors Rosanne 
Barton-DeVries and Ray Tadio. 
With only three returning 
members, many of the students 
will perform their first full-length 
concert as members of IDT. Asht-
en Wallace (’09) is excited about 
the upcoming show. 
“The show is completely dif-
ferent than anything I’ve ever 
been in before. Each piece is so 
unique that I just can’t wait for 
the audience’s reaction,” Wallace 
said. Fellow IDT member Robyn 
Anderson (’09) said, “the audi-
ence should expect a whole lot of 
fun.”
The concert includes new 
works as well as some more fa-
miliar to Hope audiences. “Haunt-
ed,” a work choreographed by 
guest Michael Mizerany, is being 
premiered.  
It will illustrate some of the 
struggles that women face, from 
social acceptance to forgiveness. 
Mizerany is the artistic director 
of MizeranyDance, a company 
Courtenay Roberts
artS Editor
HOliDaze — (left to right) carrie Brandis, Brianna Bedsole, Ja-
mie Klein, and andhra norman illustrate christmas craziness.
 Photo CourtESy Erik albErg
Before the show began, Jars of 
Clay displayed no signs of pre-
concert jitters. They all stood 
around the chapel classroom-
turned-green room joking about 
the one thing they would change 
in the world. 
“His biceps,” one band mem-
ber said, teasing another. 
“No but seriously, health care,” 
Charlie Lowell interrupted. “Ev-
eryone should have health care.” 
When asked about idolatry, 
one member joked, “I like being 
idolized!” He was quickly inter-
rupted by Dan Haseltine.
“I don’t like people being 
humble. We all want to be on the 
same level, we’re all experienc-
ing something together. We’re 
all having an experience and it’s 
great to be part of something like 
Veritas Forum,” Haseltine said.
As they were about to go on 
stage, one of the band members 
spoke of only one pre-concert 
ritual. 
“He does 127 push-ups,” the 
band member said, pointing to the 
one whose biceps were notice-
ably different than the rest of the 
band. “Oh yeah, man, you better 
get started!” 
In laughter, Jars Of Clay left 
for stage to begin their portion of 
the concert.
The band’s jovial nature was 
carried to the audience.  As soon 
as Jars of Clay took the stage, ev-
eryone was on their feet in wild 
anticipation.  
For the first hour, the band 
played old favorites with a good 
mix of newer, high-energy songs 
allowing for the audience to yell 
out their favorite refrains. 
The high energy songs rocked 
the pews of Dimnent harder than 
they had been rocked in years. 
Dan Haseltine was the center of 
attention as he fell to his knees on 
the stage and then began jumping 
around, increasing the passion 
from the crowd.  
Audience members raised their 
hands to the sky, clapped to their 
own beat and sang their hearts out 
to the songs they loved.  
One local youth group leader 
said that he owned all of Jars of 
Clay’s CD’s but they just sound-
ed so much more electric when 
they performed live.  His group 
agreed. 
“They were mystifying, yeah!” 
the students yelled.    
In the midst of the bursts of ec-
Perspectives on Jars of clay
Sarah Lemieux
Staff WritEr
see IDT, page 7
see arT, page 7
see Jars, page 7
“Because of my very, very high regard for 
Hope College, no degree – earned or honor-
ary – will mean more to me than the one I 
received from this outstanding institution.”
— President Gerald Ford 
Courtesy Hope p.r.
Gerald Ford, Friend oF hope, dies
face to face with history — President ford speaks 
with trustee ekdal J. Buys prior to receiving his honorary Doc-
torate of Law in 1987.
Shannon Craig
Campus editor
see JUMP, Page X
Veritas Continued from page 1
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Gerald Ford, the 38th president 
of the United States, died Tuesday, 
Dec. 26 at the age of 93. 
While a nation 
remembered Ford’s pardon 
of Nixon, Hope College 
remembered a friend of the 
college. 
“We acknowledge 
with gratitude to God, 
President Ford’s service to 
our country,” said James 
Bultman, president of Hope 
College, in a press statement. 
“We are grateful for the affection 
he showed toward Hope College 
during his distinguished career, 
first as congressman, later as 
president, and in his recent years 
as statesman.”
Ford served as congressman 
in the district that served Holland 
from 1949 until 1973. As 
Representative Peter Hoekstra 
does today, Ford made frequent 
trips to Hope to talk with students 
and faculty. Members of the Hope 
community were always grateful 
for his hospitality at Ford’s office 
in Washington, D.C.
To celebrate the opening of 
the DeWitt Student and Cultural 
Center in 1971, Ford delivered the 
keynote address and participated 
in the ribbon cutting ceremony.
In 1977, after losing the 
presidential election to 
Jimmy Carter, Ford again 
visited Hope in an event that 
allowed students to ask the 
former president questions. 
Ford also shook hands and 
met with with students in the 
Pine Grove.
Hope gave Ford an 
honorary Doctor of Law 
degree in April 1987.
“Because of my very, very 
high regard for Hope College, no 
degree – earned or honorary – will 
mean more to me than the one I 
received from this outstanding 
institution,” Ford said upon 
receiving the special degree.
 Jars of Clay concert found it to be 
a distinctive experience.  
“It was really mellow 
compared to most concerts but it 
was unique experience to watch 
such talented performers in such a 
personal environment,” Michelle 
Read (’10) said.  
Much planning goes into the 
forum. 
“We began planning for the 
2007 Hope Veritas Forum in 
November 2005 with an all-day 
retreat. No one went into that 
retreat with the idea of idolatry; 
but as we talked, listened, prayed 
and meditated it emerged,” 
said Marc Baer, a Hope faculty 
member and convener of the 2007 
Veritas Forum.
 The forum has quite a history.  It 
was created at Harvard University 
in 1992 by a group of graduate 
students who were challenged by 
the empty world around them to 
face their hardest questions about 
life and truth.  These provoking 
questions led this group to write 
the book “Finding God,” and the 
first forum was a time of open 
lectures and discussion, which 
shared these difficult questions 
with the Harvard community.  
Today over 60 campuses 
host Veritas Forums, including 
Duke, Yale, Stanford, University 
of Chicago and University of 
Michigan. Some topics in the past 
have been “What does it mean 
to be human?” “Where Genesis 
and Science Intersect” and “Islam 
and Christianity.” The forum at 
Hope is co-sponsored by several 
campus organizations and offices, 
and it is created by a group of 
students, professors, staff, alumni 
and friends of the college.  It 
occurs every other year on Hope’s 
campus.  
new Members of Congress
Last night Student Congress admitted 
two new members. Nate Zeluff (’06) was 
elected as Kollen Hall Representative, and 
Jay Gibbs (’09) was selected as sophomore 
Class Representative. 
There are still two vacancies on Student 
Congress.  Representatives are needed for 
Cook and Phelps Halls.  Students interested 
in either of these positions should contact 
Congress at congress@hope.edu. 
The positions will be available to any stu-
dent on campus if no one from either of the 
aforementioned dorms expresses interest. 
speaker series announced
Student Congress also selected a topic 
for this year’s speaker series event which 
will take place March 6 at 7 p.m., Paul 
Solman will be discussing “The Two Fac-
es of Capitalism.”  Solman is a business 
and economics consultant with PBS’s 
“News Hour.”  The location has not yet 
been selected.  
 next Meeting
Student Congress will meet next on 
Tuesday, Jan. 23 at 9:30 p.m. in the Her-
rick Room in Dewitt.  
Congressional Corner
finDing his aDDress again — Kenny Bauman (’09) 
listens to a keynote speaker at the Veritas forum.
pHoto by NoaH LiviNgstoN
asian awareness week events jan. 22-26
A variety of activities have 
been scheduled from Monday 
through Friday, Jan. 22-26, to 
commemorate Asian Awareness 
Week at Hope College.
The week is coordinated by 
Hope’s Asian Perspective Asso-
ciation (HAPA), a student orga-
nization working in conjunction 
with the college’s Office of Mul-
ticultural Life.
The public is invited to all of 
the four events. Admission is free 
to all of the activities except for a 
Great Performance Series concert 
featuring the Ahn Trio on Jan. 
26.
The week will begin with the 
presentation “Asian Stereotypes 
in the Media” by Ji Hoon Park, 
who is an assistant professor of 
communication at Hope, on Mon-
day, Jan. 22, at 6 p.m. in the Maas 
Center conference room. Park’s 
talk, illustrated with video clips 
and other examples, will discuss 
not only media stereotypes but 
also their impact.
The Korean film “Il Mare” 
will be shown on Tuesday, Jan. 
23, at 7 p.m. in room 1000 of the 
college’s A. Paul Schaap Science 
Center. The 2000 love story fo-
cuses on the relationship between 
two tenants of a seaside home 
who have not met but fall in love 
through notes they leave to one 
another at the house even as they 
live two years apart in time. It 
will be presented in Korean with 
English subtitles. The film was 
remade in 2006 as “The Lake 
House” starring Sandra Bullock 
and Keanu Reeves.
Dr. Moses Lee, who is dean for 
the natural sciences and professor 
of chemistry at Hope, will pres-
ent “Home Sweet Home,” reflect-
ing on growing up in Malaysia, 
on Wednesday, Jan. 24, at 6 p.m. 
in the Multicultural Lounge of 
Phelps Hall. Lee joined the Hope 
faculty as dean in 2005 after pre-
viously serving on the chemistry 
faculty at Furman University in 
Greenville, S.C., where he had 
taught since 1989.
The Ahn Trio, Juilliard-
trained sisters who are originally 
from South Korea, will perform 
through the Great Performance 
Series on Friday, Jan. 26, at 7:30 
p.m. in Dimnent Memorial Cha-
pel. Tickets are $16 for regular 
admission, $12 for senior citi-
zens, and $5 for children 18 and 
under, and may be purchased at 
the ticket office in the main lobby 
of the DeVos Fieldhouse, which 
is open weekdays from 10 a.m. to 
5 p.m. and can be called at (616) 
395-7890.
More information can be found 
at http://www.hope.edu/student/
organizations/activities/hapa/.
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The anchor
Not many speakers could coax 
3,000 bleary-eyed people out of 
bed on a Saturday at 10 a.m., but 
Donald Miller did just that. As part 
of Hope’s Veritas Forum, Miller 
shared his experience of finding 
his place in the Christian faith 
by discovering the importance of 
story. 
The best-selling author is 
famous for his book “Blue Like 
Jazz,” a collection of non-religious 
thoughts on Christian spirituality. 
“Searching for God Knows What” 
is a collection of essays in the 
same vein. In “Through Painted 
Lindsey Manthei
Features editor
Deserts,” Miller tells the story of 
the quintessential American road 
trip in his characteristic humorous 
but honest style. His most recent 
work, “To Own a Dragon,” 
explores Miller’s experience of 
growing up without a father.
Miller sat down for a chat with 
The Anchor during his visit to the 
Veritas Forum and shared some 
ideas about life and writing.
Anchor: Your books are 
extremely personal. What is it 
like to bare your soul on the page 
and have it so widely read?
Miller: Those are the 
hardest parts to write. Those 
are the parts you’re standing 
on the edge of a cliff and 
deciding whether or not 
you’ll jump, or how high the 
cliff actually is. That’s the 
adrenaline rush of writing 
for me. Writers should tell 
something about themselves 
that they don’t want to—that 
we’re not alone in this story, 
makes us more human. The 
reader appreciates that risk 
because I am giving the reader 
something he or she can use 
against me. The reader can 
make fun of me now, which 
creates trust. Readers, 99 
percent of the time, will thank 
the author for being open 
because they [the readers] are 
good people. 
A: What advice can you give to 
young writers?
M: Writing is hard work. It’s 
some of the hardest work you 
can do. If you’re looking for a 
romantic job, you’re not going 
to get it. And if you do get it, 
it’s going to be short lived. 
The best advice that was ever 
given to me was to be brief, be 
clear, and be human. Get to 
the point, say it with heart and 
be vulnerable. If you do that, 
people will enjoy your writing.
A: What books or authors have 
been most influential in your life 
and writing?
M: Annie Dillard—anything 
she writes. I’m a huge fan 
of Anne Lamott. Early on, 
John Steinbeck and Ernest 
Hemingway taught me to write 
with muscle.
A: You refer to several of 
your friends quite fondly in your 
books. What can you say about 
the importance of friends to your 
faith?
M: I don’t know if faith is 
possible without community. 
My friends help me to see that 
we’re together in this story. Love 
is what defines God, and we get 
to participate in that by living in 
community with other people.
A: You mention in “Blue Like 
Jazz” that “Jesus didn’t mesh his 
spirituality with politics.” How 
do you see Christians interacting 
with politics and how should they 
be?
M: It is important that 
Christians participate in 
politics. And yet, there are 
things that are much more 
important. I think the question 
to ask is what we’re trying to 
Jeremy Benson
CoLumNist
accomplish. If I’m trying to help 
people, are there more efficient 
ways of doing that than through 
politics? Most times there are. If 
the motive is to serve, then why 
aren’t they out there serving? It 
seems like the motive of many 
Christian people in politics is 
the desire for power. That’s a 
sin. I’m a cynic when it comes 
to Christians in politics; I think 
a lot of people are.
A: What has been the 
conservative Christian response 
to your work?
M: I haven’t felt a reaction. 
I’m asked that question a 
lot, which tells me there is a 
reaction I don’t know about. I 
just stand in the grace of God 
and certainly my heart is to win 
people to Christ and I’m hoping 
in the end that that’s ok.
A: Have you ever worked on 
fiction?
M: I’ve done short stories 
and we’re writing a screen play 
right now. I went through a 
phase about a year ago where I 
really doubted that story meant 
anything. I doubted that sitting 
down to write was actually 
serving the kingdom of God. And 
I just said ‘God help me, help 
me understand why writing is 
important.’ And God answered 
me, ‘I gave you the heart to do 
this and it’s true;’ those are 
some beautiful affirmations. 
All of the talk I gave at the 
Veritas Forum about why story 
is important was God’s answer. 
Story matters.  
Right now, Miller is working 
on “Map of Eden,” due to come 
out at the end of 2007 or beginning 
of 2008. “Map of Eden” tells the 
story of Miller’s friends Kate and 
Adam Bybee who adopted an 
adult mentally handicapped man.
Telling iT like iT is— Best-selling author Donald Miller explained the importance of sto-
ries saturday morning in Dimnent Chapel. Afterwards, Miller spoke with The Anchor.
In his newest book, “To Own a Dragon: Reflec-
tions on Growing Up Without a Father” (NavPress, 
2006; written with help from father-figure John Mac-
Murray), Donald Miller shares his trials and ques-
tions resulting from a fatherless childhood.  In his 
previous books, “Blue Like Jazz” and 
“Searching for God Knows 
What,” Miller wanders 
the line between intimate 
memoir and theological 
discussion, offering ex-
periential wisdom rather 
than oblique interpreta-
tions of ancient prov-
erbs. 
The father wound 
idea is not a new 
one: Robert Bly in 
“Iron John” talks 
about the pain 
that modern, 
e m o t i o n a l l y 
distant fathers 
inflict on their 
sons, as does John El-
dridge, with an evangelical spin, 
in “Wild at Heart.” But Miller strays from 
Bly’s obvious universality and Eldridge’s rigid fo-
cus on the white, Protestant, middle-class male. In-
stead, Miller builds relatability through specificity. 
He writes, “When I was growing up my friend 
Tom had a father, and I learned from this that real fa-
thers…clean guns while watching television, weed-
eat the lawn with one hand while holding a beer in 
the other and squeeze their 
wife’s butt in the kitchen 
while she is cooking din-
ner.” 









than one group of 
people to relate. 
The intended 
audience is men 
and boys who also 
grew up fatherless, 
yet anyone can ben-
efit from the questions 
Miller raises about God 
the Father and his rela-
tionship with the sons 
and daughters of God. 
Certainly everyone will 
enjoy Miller’s brilliant 
storytelling.
‘To Own A Dragon’ 
on shelves now
A conversation with Donald Miller
Signs
Shared Wisdom for the 
Journey Home 
The Hope Veritas 
Forum Online Review
Students and faculty 
are invited to submit works 
(writing and art) address-









“It’s really enjoyable to have students come 
together from different campuses and for the 
whole (Hope) community to come together.”
— Erika Howell (’08)
Civil rights Continued from page 1
Down deep
Endless
Last fall, thick musky darkness peeled 
my lids back into my head to capture light 
that was lost; darkness that expanded 
retinas ‘til they burst. My eyes sighed in 
redemption when the first headlamp clicked 
on. The limestone glistened with age and 
discovery as drips took over and the air 
around us exhaled throughout the passage, 
breathing smooth and cold like our boots 
in the stream. It trickled from the surface, 
some hundred feet up. Up where the light 
was, up was the source for all life that 
ventures in caves and crevices where only 
the brave or desperate or both explore. 
Millions of miles are traversed 
throughout one’s life; to reunite loved ones 
or to explore unseen lands…The emissions 
of hustle and bustle rise from earth, hissing 
towards planets yet to be named and 
conquered. Stars contently glint as Aztec 
gold, winking at the next Cortez. Beneath 
the swirling storms of Jupiter, perhaps 
there is a haven where peace cannot be 
exterminated. Or is peace closer, just a few 
hours drive away or too near to be seen. 
Elusive peace forever resists capture; it 
floats resilient and pure in the highest 
leaves and the swift inhale of first spring. 
I long to cast my splintering sins into the 
soothing abyss of peace but cannot find the 
bridge that scales its milky depths.
The cave was called “Endless” and 
wound through a limestone deposit in Cave 
River Valley, Indiana. We had to cross 
our fingers as the Hope van practically 
tipped into a ravine on the way to our 
camp site; it was almost as if the owners 
of the campground had placed hazards 
throughout the park to test the courage of 
tourist spelunkers. As the van continued 
to skid through mud-slathered leaves I 
prayed we wouldn’t crash into the creek 
that coursed past the window.
Countless miles or more I’ve hovered 
within the friendly confines of a 747 in the 
air to destinations such as Florida to pet a 
manatee, Colorado to take home a Rockies’ 
rock, Arizona where I conquered my fear of 
heights, and Utah, the land of the Mormons. 
While on the plane, passengers clamor for 
the best mid-flight snack and sneak peeks 
at the first class aristocrats. As everyone 
changes position in their seats a billion 
times to reduce the possibility of digits 
falling asleep, barely anyone realizes what 
is holding us aloft. God’s almighty hand is 
not stretched beneath the cockpit, hoisting 
us close to heaven…to our ancestors and 
saints. Hovering over clouds and green 
checkerboard we scoff at the pilots cheesy 
chokes on the intercom and sip our grape 
juice indignantly until the plane finally 
touches down.
Color. I’ll never take color for granted 
again after caving. The first bite of fall 
air hit our senses and we began to savor 
green. There were leaves fluttering through 
the mouth of the cave, as warmth and life 
streamed down. You can smell life and 
taste sun after confinement in stone. The 
world eased us from the winding trails into 
where we were meant to be.
I still want to go back down, to see 
what’s never been seen and to appreciate 
all that we’ve been given. I still want to 
rappel into our earth to discover and realize 
how blind I used to be. How blind we all 
become to the wondrous life available to 
us. I hope to turn on the wonder for the 
environment we live in and to explore 
marvel at the delicate, incomprehensible 
balance that surrounds us.
Jenny is the Anchor’s new editor-in-chief 
and shares the honor of being the shortest 
member on staff. As a creative writing major 
and geology minor (or is it miner?) she 
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Will history vindicate Bush?
To the Editor: 
In the last few weeks, our nation witnessed 
the death of a president who oversaw an 
ending of a war and a speech by a president 
who started one. Remembered as a decent 
man guided by West Michigan values, 
President Gerald Ford’s death rekindled 
America’s nostalgia for a true statesman. 
While eulogists and editorialists spoke of 
the vindication Ford gained over the years 
for pardoning Nixon, I could not help but 
speculate whether President George W. 
Bush thinks “history” will also vindicate 
his decisions on Iraq. I do not think it will. 
On the condition that his comments would 
only be released after his death, President 
Ford gave separate interviews with Bob 
Woodward and Newsweek. 
Besides bemoaning the Republican 
Party’s shift to the far right and Vice 
President Cheney’s growing hawkishness, 
Ford stated, “I don’t think I would have 
gone to war…Rumsfeld and Cheney 
and the president made a big mistake in 
justifying going into the war in Iraq.” 
President Bush’s announcement that 
he will send 21,500 more troops to Iraq 
offers a moment to reexamine the war and 
how best to handle the present quagmire. 
The rationale for the war changed from 
destroying nonexistent WMDs; to severing 
false links between Saddam, al-Qaeda and 
9/11; to fighting a crucial part of the “War 
on Terror;” to freeing the Iraqi people; to 
installing a pinnacle of democracy in the 
Middle East; to now stabilizing Baghdad 
and providing additional security to the 
faltering Iraqi government amidst a civil 
war. 
Meanwhile, labels for those who 
opposed the war also transformed. First 
they were unpatriotic, then against the 
troops, inclined to “cut and run,” and now 
adopt a “defeatist” attitude. President 
Bush’s rhetoric also shifted near the 2006 
congressional elections from “staying the 
course” to providing “a new way forward.” 
Yet Bush’s new way forward and troop 
surge goes against the advice of skeptical 
generals, the bipartisan Iraq Study Group, 
and 70 percent of the American people. 
In his address to the nation, President 
Bush more clearly acknowledged personal 
responsibility for mistakes made about 
Iraq. 
This exasperated admission comes 
from a man who possesses an utter lack of 
humility, a central political and Christian 
virtue. Four years of mistakes fueled the 
current sectarian violence. The removal and 
botched execution of the brutal dictator, 
Saddam Hussein, has already become a 
footnote in the whole Iraq War tragedy. The 
troop surge represents a military solution to 
what U.S. generals and experts describe as 
a political problem in the hands of Iraqis. 
I want to believe President Bush is 
right. I want to believe that Iraq will 
stabilize and democracy will take root. But 
this troop escalation may be too little too 
late. President Bush continues to ignore St. 
Augustine’s warning to, “Never fight evil 
as if it were something that arose totally 
outside of yourself.” With the truth and 
reality of this war so obfuscated, it is hard 
to form a conception of what “victory” 
in Iraq entails. If this new strategy 
fails, President Bush must be willing to 
implement withdrawal. After all, President 
Bush cannot pardon himself. 
                                  Will Nettleton ’07
was to have diversity.  That’s what this is 
all about to me.”
The Hope and Grand Valley gospel 
choirs will be joined by others from Calvin 
College and Christ Memorial Church 
in Holland, as well as by choirs from 
Grand Rapids New Hope Baptist Church 
and Providence St. Mel High School in 
Chicago.
“I invite people out because worship 
is something that breaks barriers,” Lowe 
said.  “After worship we can talk with each 
other, we can go to dinner with each other, 
and that’s something Dr. King would be 
proud of, something God would love.”  
Erika Howell (’08), a member of Hope’s 
Gospel Choir, is also looking forward to 
Gospel Fest.  
“It’s so free and it’s so powerful,” Howell 
said.  “It’s really enjoyable to have students 
come together from different campuses and 
for the whole (Hope) community to come 
together.”
Howell has been a member of the choir 
for three years.  
Without the community she finds there, 
Howell said, “I don’t think I’d be able to 
stay at Hope…Being a minority student it’s 
the one constant thing I can do that really 
feel a part of more than anything else.”
Lowe, who also serves as an admissions 
recruitment officer, stressed that this 
celebration week is part of a larger effort 
by Hope to address issues of diversity.
“It’s a daily struggle,” Lowe said, 
adding that the administration is “being 
very aggressive and assertive about hiring 
people of color, about recruiting students of 
color.  They’re preaching it in Chapels and 
in the Gathering and President Bultman is 
spearheading the vision for it.  They are 
recognizing they have a very long way to 
go, but we’re off to a good start.”
Earlier this week, the admissions and 
multicultural life offices cosponsored a 
“Taste of Hope” student visitation day. 
The highlight of the visitation was a 
student showcase of music, dance and 
entertainment at the Kletz on Sunday 
evening. 
Monday, the official holiday honoring 
the birthday of Martin Luther King, Jr., 
included a Chapel service and luncheon 
with Abraham Lincoln Washington of 
Rock Church in Chicago.  Washington 
spoke about the need to continue the 
racial reconciliation started by King, both 
commending and challenging Hope in this 
regard.
King was born in Atlanta, Georgia in 
1929 and went on to lead the struggle for 
civil rights for black Americans.  Martin 
Luther King, Jr. Day was declared a 
national holiday in 1986.  Since then, it 
has been observed as a day for continuing 
the work King began, through protests 





This semester scares the crap out of me
Jeremy is a senior creative writing major and 
enjoys building sets for theater productions.
Jeremy 
Benson
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With two 400-level writing classes and 
a drawing class, plus a column for the 
Anchor, I fear my well of creative juices 
will run dry around week three, and I’ll be 
forced to substitute in St. Julian’s alcohol-
free wine as I begin writing haikus with 14 
syllables about how “my dog Buster is/not 
allowed to live with me/at school…”
I just became aware that the computer 
system thinks I’m a senior! How dare it! 
I still have at least 4 months until I need 
to get my butt in gear. For now I’m still 
supposed to be able to get away with 
answering, “Oh…I dunno yet…” for the 
question, “What are your plans for after 
graduation?” Senior status means I am 
being blown into the next stage of life and 
you need a crowbar to pry me away from 
this Anchor.
I fear unoriginality, loneliness, failure: 
I fear being a sweaty 36-year-old with a 
ponytail watching reruns of the Cosby 
Show at 3:24AM in my parents’ basement. 
Always, the fear culminates itself in 
paralysis. 
But Saturday I hung out with a friend 
who wouldn’t go to the women’s basketball 
game because of the piercing gaze of 2,911 
strangers. Maybe he fears that people won’t 
like him for who he is or that he’ll pass gas 
and everyone will know it was him. Or 
maybe, like me, he fears when it comes 
time to perform, he will let everyone down, 
including himself.
That fear, whatever it is, has kept him 
from visiting friends, attending class, 
getting a job and leaving his house. That’s 
paralysis.
No matter what I do during this semester 
and after graduation, I will disappoint 
myself. I will disappoint girlfriends (and 
someday a wife) and children and friends 
and professors and parents and employers 
and readers. This fact burns on its way 
down. 
But I want those people in my life. And 
I know that when I pass gas at a basketball 
game, those people, the ones who love me, 
will hold their noses and laugh. They won’t 
abandon me in the cloud.
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Married couple looking 
to rent a 1 or 2 bedroom 
apartment in the Holland 
area for this summer only; 
early May through August. 
Contact Jen at 616-403-4312 
or jenjoyr@gmail.com
Veritas successful, thanks to students
To the Editor:
On behalf of the conveners of the 2007 
Hope Veritas Forum, I want to express our 
deep appreciation for the efforts on the part 
of a wonderful group of students without 
whose efforts the Forum would never have 
happened: Mike Alexander (’08), Katie 
Baker (’08), Nicole Brace (’07), Precious 
Campbell (’07), Stu Cozzens (’07), Anna 
Finger (’09), Jane Fisher (’08), Meghan 
Florian (’07), Ashley Johnson (’07), Kristen 
(’07) and Noah (’07) Livingston, Shauna 
Masura (’09), Samantha Miller (’08), 
Allison Mirek (’08), Kate Pageau (’07), 
Shane Pageau (’09), Beula Pandian (’08), 
Libby Skaff (’07), Jeff Skaff, Mackenzie 




Art Continued from page 3
made in 1904, are imaginatively named for 
what they resemble.
Nelson said, “I feel that [Gardiner’s] 
subjects are a creation of her own thoughts 
and my subjects are a portrayal of the world 
through my own thoughts.”
The exhibition will be available for 
viewing until Feb. 9.  It is open weekdays 
and Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and 
Sundays from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.        
Jars Continued from page 3
stasy, moments of reverence were inter-
spersed. As the fog cleared on stage so 
did the high energy of the crowd, as many 
stood with their heads bowed.  However 
not everyone was moved. One concert 
participant, Travis Ransom, said that “the 
IDT Continued from page 3
based in San Diego. 
Also premiering is “Kiss” by Hope’s 
own Ray Tadio. It explores how men and 
women flirt. 
“I wanted to do something fun,” said 
Tadio, “and I was inspired by all the part-
nering dance shows on tv. I wanted to show 
what you go through just to get a kiss,” he 
said. 
Michigan Dance Collective, a company 
based in Traverse City, will also perform in 
this weekend’s concert. 
I believe this
Of Mice and Men and Moral Absolutes
My favorite book of the Bible is Eccle-
siastes - I love it for the honest questions 
and surprising answers. A passage that 
has recently struck me is verses 19-21 of 
chapter 3:
For the fate of the sons of men and 
the fate of beasts is the same; as one dies, 
so dies the other. They all have the same 
breath, and man has no advantage over 
the beasts; for all is vanity. All go to one 
place; all are from dust, and all turn to 
dust again. Who knows whether the spirit 
of man goes upward and the spirit of the 
beast goes down to the earth?
The writer is touching on a question we 
wrestle with yet today: Is there a qualita-
tive difference between humans and the 
other animals? The word “qualitative” is 
important. Certainly humans are the most 
intelligent of the animals (a quantitative 
difference), and with that intelligence 
comes the ability to excel at mental activi-
ties such as self reflecting and inventing 
tools. But there is nothing special about 
intelligence. Hummingbirds are among 
the best flyers of the animals and so they 
too can do things that other animals can’t 
- namely hovering in midair and darting 
sideways.
So the relevant question is: Are humans 
different from the rest of animals in some 
way other than that which comes natu-
rally from increased cranial capacity? 
Christians often argue that the sense of 
right and wrong is what makes us humans 
unique. Francis Collins, the scientist (and 
Christian) who directs the human genome 
project, states in the November 13 issue 
of Time magazine, “The moral law (we all 
sense) is a reason to think of God as plau-
sible...because we seem uniquely amongst 
creatures on the planet to have this far 
developed sense of morality.”
C.S. Lewis agrees. In “The Abolition 
of Man,” he writes, “It may even be said 
that it is by this middle element (the sense 
of moral law) that man is man: for by his 
intellect he is mere spirit and his appetite 
mere animal.”
But are humans unique in sensing 
moral law? It is certainly not clear that 
we are. Other intelligent social animals 
such as wolves and the great apes have 
social structures that involve punishment 
and reward. And anyone with a pet dog 
well knows the look of contriteness. The 
logician Alan Turing proposed that if a 
computer acts intelligent then we must 
consider it to be. Similarly, if other ani-
mals behave as humans do when humans 
feel the moral law, then we should not 
discount the possibility that animals are 
also feeling moral law to some degree.
But that raises a second question. Just 
because we sense the existence of an ob-
jective moral law independent of us, does 
that mean there actually is one (as Lewis 
argues in “Mere Christianity”)? Not neces-
sarily. “Up” and “down” seem very real to 
us--our naive sense is that we live on a flat 
surface. But for the last few hundred years 
we have known that this common feeling 
is indeed false, and children are generally 
shocked when they see their first globe.
Does this mean that the moral law 
doesn’t exist? No, it just means that the 
sensation of a moral law does not guar-
antee that there is one. Another expla-
nation for the feeling, for example, is 
that humans who had inclinations to be 
altruistic and empathetic were more likely 
to survive individually and as a group. 
Thus their genes were the ones that got 
passed down to us today. Researchers in 
socioevolution are actively studying these 
possibilities.
What would be the consequences of 
not believing in a moral law? Lewis, ac-
cording to Peter Schakel - Hope English 
professor and authority on Lewis, thought 
that the loss of belief in moral law would 
“inevitably lead to the abolition of man, 
to the loss of the qualities that define the 
human species.”
But is the scenario that gloomy? Queen 
Elizabeth once said that much is accom-
plished through good training, and Lewis 
himself agreed that proper behavior is 
more dependent upon good moral training 
than on theoretical understanding. In other 
words, maybe the one essential thing is 
not whether a moral law exists, or whether 
humans believe in it, but whether we con-
tinue to train succeeding generations to act 
altruistically, empathetically, and even no-
bly. Whether  the desire for these “good” 
qualities was built into us by evolution or 
by God (or by God through evolution), 
training someone to live according to 
these desires is beneficial for everyone.
So enjoy the unresolvable mystery of 
moral absolutes, but like the other social 
animals take heart and counsel from the 
proverb, “Train up a child in a way he 
should go, and when he is old he will not 
depart from it.” I can attest that it works 
for dogs. 
- Tim Pennings, Professor of Mathematics
energy of the concert was interrupted by 
the pews.” Others agreed that you couldn’t 
mosh very well with pews in between.  
The most clapping that was heard all night 
was to bring the band back for an encore. 
This was the first concert ever for one 
woman. “I loved it, the band was great,” 
she said.   
“IDT is pleased to welcome Michigan 
Dance Collective to share the stage with 
us,” said Barton-DeVries.  “MDC, under 
the direction of Philip Leete will present 
three vibrant pieces exploring the rhythms 
of relationships,” she said. 
In addition, IDT will feature Mark Yo-
nally’s choreography of the Chicago Tap 
Theater. This year’s work is titled “Shiny 
Stockings” which Barton – DeVries de-
scribes as “a sassy rhythm piece – the feet 














The Week in SporTS
hockey
The hockey team had two strong 
victories against Lawrence Tech 
Jan. 12 and 13. In the first game 
Hope won 5-3 at Southfield 
Sports Arena in Southfield, MI. 
Returning home at 4 a.m. they 
defeated Lawrence Tech again 
that night at home 9-1.  Jeff Guy 
(’07) led Hope scoring with five 
goals over the weekend.
Saturday                       Jan. 20 
vs. Calvin
9:00 p.m. The Edge
Swimming
Hope men’s and women’s swim 
teams won at the Illinois-Michigan 
Quad meet on Jan. 13, which 
included Kalamazoo, Wheaton 
and Lake Forest. Phil Heyboer 
(’10) set a new meet record in 
the 500 freestyle (4:41.53), while 
the women won the 400-yard 
freestyle relay (3:35.53).
  men’S baSketball
Saturday                       Jan. 20 
vs. Alma
3 p.m. DeVos Fieldhouse
January 17, 2007
portsS8 The anchor
looking up Seniors’ poise key to defeating calvin
photo by JamES ralSton
photo by JamES ralSton
calvin handS dutch firSt loSS in 44 gameS
A quick glance at the 
statistics from Saturday’s 
Hope versus Calvin men’s 
basketball game would not 
lead you to believe that Scott 
Richardson (’07) played a 
key role.  His one rebound 
and two steals seem hardly 
headline worthy, but the senior 
leadership of Richardson and 
other upperclassmen down 
the final stretch helped to 
ensure a hard fought Hope 
victory over Calvin, 65-62.  
“Scott (Richardson) got 
into foul trouble early which 
caused him to not get much 
playing time,” Jesse Reimink 
(’09) said. “He really stepped 
up when he got in at the end 
of the game. His steal on the 
second to last possession and 
the final rebound to end the 
game were the turning points 
of that last minute.  He was 
able to overcome the fact that 
he had little time on the court 
and come on strong when it 
mattered.”
Steven Kratz (’10) also 
pointed to senior leadership 
as a key factor in the victory.
“When it mattered most 
down the stretch (Stephen) 
Cramer (’07), Richardson 
and the other upperclassmen 
pulled through,” Kratz said. 
“We played smart in the last 
minutes and didn’t make 
the mistakes that could have 
been a problem in such a 
close game.”
The game’s intensity and 
pressure made Hope players 
step up in order to keep the 
momentum out of Calvin’s 
hands. Once again the 
younger players looked to the 
seniors for leadership when it 
mattered most.
“Cramer is confident and cool 
under pressure,” Kratz said. “He 
was steady and never lost his 
nerve no matter how tough the 
situation. His confidence is key 
in his ability to lead the team by 
example and know what to do in 
tough situations.”
Another senior who Reimink 
mentioned as a strong leader 
and key element in the victory 
over Calvin was Brett Jager 
(’07).  Jager came off the bench 
to contribute five points and a 
rebound.
“Brett is always consistent,” 
Reimink said.  “He came in and 
hit some key shots. He’s a leader 
every time he steps on the court 
and we need that, especially 
when we’re playing at Calvin. 
The same can be said with all the 
upperclassmen.  They’ve been in 
these pressure situations many 
times before and know how to 
handle it when it gets tough.”
Matt Oosterhouse
Copy Editor
Playing in front of a record-
setting, near-capacity crowd of 
2,911 at the DeVos Fieldhouse, 
the Hope College women’s 
basketball team had its 44-game 
win streak snapped by rival 
Calvin College on Jan. 13, 57-60. 
Hope’s last loss occurred against 
Wheaton College early in the 
2005-2006 season.   
The attendance at the game 
set a record for a NCAA Division 
III women’s regular season 
basketball game. 
Unfortunately for Hope, the 
Calvin Knights proved to be 
too much to handle from the 
beginning.
Jumping out to an early 
18-5 lead by the eight-minute 
mark following an 11-0 scoring 
run, Calvin appeared to be the 
dominating force.  A basket by 
Ellen Wood (’07), who finished 
with 13 points and a team-high 
eight rebounds, ended Hope’s 
six-minute scoring drought and 
brought the score to 18-7.
By halftime, the Flying Dutch 
managed to close the gap and 
bring the score to 26-19.
Hope was plagued by 14 
turnovers in the first half, many 
of which led to Calvin baskets.
Sarah Jurik (’07), a Hope 
forward, believed that the 
turnovers were part of the reason 
for being down at halftime.
“We could have been much 
more careful with the ball.  We 
were sloppy, but I also credit 
(Calvin) with having good 
defense,” Jurik said.
Hope started the second 
half visibly fired up and more 
aggressive.  Hope tied the game 
30-30 on an inside basket by 
Lindsay Lange (’08), who came 
off the bench to lead the team with 
15 points.  Two minutes later, the 
Flying Dutch gained their first 
and only lead of the game, 34-
33, from a pair of free throws by 
Stacy Warsen (’08).
Hope and Calvin were neck 
and neck throughout the rest of the 
game, often exchanging baskets. 
With two minutes remaining, the 
score was tied at 52 points apiece 
and the orange-clad fans were on 
their feet.  Even with the pumped 
up crowd and 38 second-half 
points, Hope lost 57-60.
“We broke down quite a bit 
on defense,” Wood said.  “Next 
time we will definitely work on 
our defense.  We need to be more 
organized and settled; we played 
really tentative, and I think that 
next time we need to be more 
aggressive.”
Even though the game was 
Hope’s first loss at DeVos, the 
team is still optimistic for the 
rest of the season, especially with 
upcoming games at Alma on Jan. 
17 at 7:30 p.m. and at Albion on 
Jan. 20 at 3 p.m.
“We’re not going to panic just 
holding off the knights — steven kratz (’10) boxes out a Calvin 
player. kratz had six points and two rebounds in hope’s 65-62 victory.
The Detroit Free Press has 
nominated women’s basketball 
coach Brian Morehouse for 
“Michigan’s Best,” the annual 
sports figures of Michigan 
competition.  Last season, 
Morehouse led the Dutch to a 
33-1 record and a Division III 
national championship.  
“(Morehouse) has had success 
with his teams year in and year 
out. His overall record shows 
that,” Brieann Bryant (’09) said. 
“On top of that, he’s also a great 
role model for his players and 
other coaches.  His approach to 
coaching is different from any 
other coach I’ve ever played 
with.  He carries himself with 
great poise as a coach, but he 
also respects the importance of 
family, academics and every other 
important element of life.”
because we lost this game,” coach 
Morehouse said.  “It’s one game 
in the whole season. We still have 
a very good team, and the burden 
is on us to go and win two games 
this next week on the road.”
morehouSe joinS elite michigan SportS figureS
Other notable Michigan 
sports figures on the 24-person 
nomination list include Detroit 
Pistons Guard Chauncey Billups, 
Tigers manager Jim Leyland and 
swimmer Michael Phelps.  
On  top of  this year’s 
nomination, Morehouse was 
James Ralston
SportS Editor
honored last year with the Division 
III coach of the year award. 
Center Lindsay Lange (’08) was 
not surprised by Morehouse’s 
nomination.
“Coach really keeps his 
personal accomplishments to 
himself,” Lange said.  “ He focuses 
on the game and making us better. 
His personal accomplishments 
are not as important to him as the 
team’s accomplishments.”
Morehouses’ players believe 
that his leadership led them to last 
year’s championship and that he 
deserves the honor of “Michigan’s 
Best.”
“(Morehouse) focuses on the 
game and prepares us for anything 
in basketball, but he also is there 
for his players in any aspect of 
life,” Lange said.  “He helps us to 
be our best in the classroom, on 
the court and in life.”
shooting for suCCess — emily o’hare (’10) prepares 
for the Calvin game in a pre-season scrimmage.
